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Abstract: This article presents a new graphical tool for direct reduction shaft processes, inspired by1

the Rist diagram developed for the blast furnaces. The tool represents gas flows using vectors, with2

specific consumption and specific oxidation as components to indicate gas/iron ratios. Key features3

include consideration of gas chemical composition for vector directions, easy visual representation of4

gas mixtures, as well as reduction and carburization rates of Direct Reduced Iron (DRI). The tool also5

includes thermodynamic conditions for reduction from the Chaudron diagram, analogous to the Rist6

diagram.7

Several practical applications are presented, including quantifying gas moisture, evaluating the8

measurement consistency of flowmeters and gas analyzers in top gas recycling, and evaluating9

instantaneous DRI production by analyzing reducing gas at the inlet and outlet of the shaft.10

This graphical tool could be useful for production teams to monitor and optimize process flow and11

promote understanding among students, engineers, technicians and operators. Its potential for online12

use further enhances its practical value. As a result, the tool is of significant academic and industrial13

interest in improving process efficiency and optimization.14

Keywords: Direct Reduction, ironmaking, Midrex, Rist diagram15

1. Introduction16

The production of iron by direct reduction is the main alternative to traditional blast furnace iron17

production. Over the past two decades, this process has gained considerable popularity. According18

to the World Steel Association [1,2], direct reduced iron (DRI) now accounts for 10 % of total Direct19

Reduced Iron (DRI) production, a significant increase from 1.5 % in the 1980s, and reached 125 Mt in20

2022, about three times the annual production in the early 2000s.21

Among the direct reduction processes, the gas-based shaft furnace is the most widely used22

technology, largely represented by the Midrex NGTM and Tenova HYL processes, which use natural23

gas as the reducing agent for iron oxides, as explained by Ghosh and Chatterjee [3] (2008).24

As direct reduction is a relatively new family of processes in ironmaking, with the first reactors25

being less than 50 years old, there is little literature devoted to a detailed understanding of its operating26

point. It is interesting to look at the recent evolution of blast furnace operating points over the last27

few decades, which is the result of a series of complementary research studies carried out between the28

1950s and the 1970s, which led to a paradigm shift in the approach to this process [4].29

Among these notable studies, Rist and Bonnivard [5] (1963) introduced a graphical representation30

of the operating point of a blast furnace, incorporating a modeling of staggered iron oxide reduction31

mechanisms in a theoretical counter-current gas-solid reactor setup. Rist and Bonnivard [6] (1966)32

further refined their approach by considering the specific operating conditions of the blast furnace.33
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Several studies are based on the application of the diagram to the optimization of the operating point,34

such as the effect of wind injection conditions at the tuyeres by Rist and Meysson [7] (1965), or the35

determination of the minimum coke yield by the same authors [8] (1964) and later by Nicolle et al. [9]36

(1980).37

This graphical tool provided visual support for the blast furnace modeling developed by Michard38

[10] (1961), which was based on the theoretical work provided by Kitaev in the 1950s. After 30 years39

of industrial and academic applications, Rist [11] (1992) concluded that this approach demonstrated40

the value of a synthetic description of the entire reactor system. The pedagogical benefits of this41

methodology were obvious, facilitating process understanding and the determination of likely42

operating points through an intuitive visual approach requiring a minimum of calculations .43

Quatravaux et al. [12] (2021) have recently successfully adapted the Rist operating diagram to44

direct reduction shaft processes, specifically for the Midrex NGTM process. They have shown that45

this type of approach remains relevant among the many tools currently available for process study,46

complementing the various numerical solutions, whether via 1D coupled reactor models provided by47

Parisi and Laborde [13] (2004) or Shams and Moazeni [14] (2015), as well as simulations of coupled48

phenomena computed by the finite volume method developed by Hamadeh et al. [15] (2018).49

However, this diagram is only a partial description of the DRI process, as it deals only with50

the reduction zone of the shaft furnace. It hides part of the process including top gas recycling and51

reducing gas preparation.52

Therefore, this manuscript presents a novel graphical tool developed specifically for direct53

reduction shaft processes, which is applied to the description of the Midrex NGTM process. It provides54

a global approach to an industrial plant and incorporates many of the concepts found in the Rist55

operating diagram.56

2. Modeling57

2.1. Description of the Midrex NGTM process58

The main differences between direct reduction and blast furnace iron ore reduction are the use of59

natural gas as a reducing agent and as a heat source with an operating point at temperatures below60

1000 ◦C, without melting the iron-bearing material. The Midrex NGTM process is the most widely used61

technology in the steel industry for the production of direct reduced iron (DRI), accounting for 60%62

of total DRI production. The Midrex NGTM process industrial unit is based on the combination of63

three main components, a shaft furnace, a reformer and a heat recovery system. This configuration64

allows for optimum recovery of natural gas by fully recycling the gases from the shaft furnace into the65

process. Figure 1 shows the operating principle of the Midrex NGTM process.66

The description of the operating point of this process is addressed through the main steps67

identified and described below:68

• The top gas (T) exhausted from the shaft furnace, rich in CO and H2, is completely recycled. 30%69

of the top gas is recycled as a fuel gas (F) in the reformer and the heat recovery unit. The other70

fraction, called process gas (P), is recycled as a reducing agent.71

• The fuel gas (F) is burned in the reformer burners with an additional amount of natural gas and72

preheated air from the heat recovery unit. The energy from the hot reformer exhaust gases is73

recovered in a special device.74

• The reducing gas is prepared in several steps. First, the process gas (P) is mixed with injected75

natural gas. This mixture, called the feed gas, is preheated in the heat recovery unit and then76

injected into the reformer. Cracking takes place in the reformer tubes between CH4, CO2 and77

H2O. The resulting reformed gas (R) is composed mainly of CO, CO2, H2, H2O, with a small78

amount of CH4 remaining (few %).79

• The reformed gas (R) is mixed with additional natural gas, called enrichment gas, and pure80

oxygen, to form the bustle gas (B), whose temperature can reach 900 – 950 °C.81
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Figure 1. Operating principle of the Midrex NGTM process.

• The bustle gas (B) is injected into the transition zone located at the mid-height of the shaft.82

Additional natural gas is also injected into the shaft, at the bottom of the cooling gas loop and83

into the transition zone with the bustle gas.84

• The shaft furnace is a vertical countercurrent gas-solid reactor with a downward flow of iron85

oxides and an upward flow of hot reducing gas. The iron pellets are then both reduced and86

carburized. The Direct Reduced Iron achieves a high degree of metallization (92 – 96%) and a87

moderate degree of carburization (2 – 2.5% of carbon in total mass).88

2.2. Definition of the mass balance diagram89

We will consider the characteristics of a gas flow (G) at each point of the installation. We will90

describe this gas in terms of adimensional variables that quantify some stoichiometric relationships91

between this gas flow and that of the iron-bearing material passing through the shaft furnace.92

The first variable µ, called specific consumption by Rist, represents the stoichiometric ratio93

between the carbon and hydrogen gas flow and the iron flow passing through the shaft furnace,94

defined by (1):95

µ =
ϕ

gas
C +

ϕ
gas
H
2

ϕs
Fe

(1)

where ϕ
gas
C and ϕ

gas
H are the molar flux of carbon and hydrogen calculated with the following relation:96

ϕ
gas
i =

Qgas
v

Vm
× ∑

molecule j
nj

i · %j (2)

Qgas
v is the volumetric flow rate of the gas, Vm the molar volume of the gas, %j the volumetric fraction97

of molecule j in the gas and nj
i the number of atoms i in the molecule j.98

The gas is mainly composed of CO, CO2, H2, H2O and hydrocarbons CmHn, the molar gas fluxes99

can be approximated by the following relations:100

ϕ
gas
C =

Qgas
v

Vm
×

(
%CO + %CO2 + ∑ m · %Cm Hn

)
(3)

ϕ
gas
H =

Qgas
v

Vm
×

(
2%H2 + 2%H2O + ∑ n · %CmHn

)
(4)
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ϕ
gas
O =

Qgas
v

Vm
× (%CO + 2 %CO2 + %H2O) (5)

ϕs
Fe is the molar flux of iron from solid s into the furnace shaft. It is obtained by the equation (6), as a101

function of the mass flow rate Qs
m and the mass fraction of iron ws

Fe in the solid. The reference solid102

used in the calculation can be pellets or DRI.103

ϕs
Fe = Qs

m ×
ws

Fe
MFe

(6)

Similarly, the specific oxidation ν is defined as the stoichiometric ratio of carbon and oxygen gas104

flux of to iron flux through the shaft:105

ν =
ϕ

gas
O − ϕ

gas
C

ϕs
Fe

(7)

Rist defined the oxidation degree of a gas as the following stoichiometric ratio:106

x =
ϕ

gas
O − ϕ

gas
C

ϕ
gas
C +

ϕ
gas
H
2

(8)

From this definition, we can deduce:107

x =
ν

µ
(9)

Finally, the two variables µ and ν are plotted on a diagram on the x-axis and y-axis respectively. Any108

gas G flowing through the direct reduction unit can be plotted on such a graph, as shown in the Figure109

2.110

Figure 2. Graphical representation of a gas G in the mass balance diagram.

2.3. Properties of the mass balance diagram111

From the definitions given in section 2.2, we derive the following implications:112

Gas composition113

In this diagram, the gas flow (G) can be represented by a vector approach, so that the oxidation degree114

x corresponds to the direction of the vector O⃗G.115

The directions of the main gaseous molecules encountered in direct reduction processes are shown116

in the diagram in Figure 3. In addition, pure carbon is also mentioned, although it is not a gas, in order117

to introduce the phenomena of carburization with depletion of carbon in the gas.118

Gas mixing119
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Figure 3. Directions of the main gases.

Both specific consumption and oxidation are extensive variables, so a simple law of additivity can be120

applied in the context of a gas mixture:121

µmix = ∑
gas mixed

µgas (10)

νmix = ∑
gas mixed

νgas (11)

With a vector approach, the gas mixing process is simply described by the equation (12) and easily122

interpreted graphically, as shown in Figure 4.123

⃗OGmix = ∑
gas mixed

⃗OGgas (12)

Figure 4. Graphical representation of the gas mixing.

Gas-solid reactions in the shaft furnace124

Two main types of gas-solid reactions occur in direct reduction processes:125
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• Reduction: This reaction corresponds to the transfer of oxygen from the iron-bearing material126

to the reducing gas. In a countercurrent gas-solid configuration, the oxygen variations in the127

ferrous burden and in the gas are strictly equal (δϕs
O = δϕ

g
O). Consequently, the variation of the128

gas specific oxidation ν is equal to the variation of the burden oxidation degree y, defined by Rist129

[5] (1963) as the stoichiometric ratio O/Fe of iron oxides :130

δν = δy (13)

• Carburization: This reaction describes the transfer of carbon from the gas to the solid. The loss131

of carbon in the reducing gas is therefore related to the carburization rate of the DRI and can be132

calculated using the equation (14).133

δν = −δµ =
wDRI

C
wDRI

Fe
· MFe

MC
(14)

wDRI
C and wDRI

Fe are the mass fraction of carbon and iron in the DRI.134

Finally, Figure 5 shows the graphical interpretation of these reactions in the mass balance diagram.135

Figure 5. Graphical representation of reduction and carburization.

2.4. Thermodynamics constraints136

Similar to the development of the Rist diagram, it is possible to include thermodynamic constraints137

on the reduction mechanisms that were highlighted by Chaudron.138

As a reminder, Chaudron established equilibrium conditions as a function of temperature between139

different iron oxides and the gas mixtures H2–H2O, CO–CO2. The diagram thus represents gas–Wustite140

and gas–Magnetite thermodynamic equilibria as a function of the composition and temperature of the141

reducing gas, as shown in Figure 6.142

We define the metallization line passing through the origin with a slope equal to xW , which is the143

gas oxidation degree in equilibrium with Wustite and metallic iron. This value, xW , is the oxidation144

degree of the so-called “Wustite Point” in the Rist diagram. Quatravaux [12] provided the methodology145

for calculating xW according to the Chaudron diagram:146

xChaudron =
%CO2 + %H2O

%CO + %CO2 + %H2 + %H2O
(15)

xChaudron is the oxidation degree of the reducing gas as defined in the Chaudron diagram formalism.147

We then derive the corresponding oxidation degree for the mass balance diagram:148
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Figure 6. Graphical representation of the Chaudron diagram for a typical reducing gas in the Midrex
NGTM shaft.

xW = (1 − α) · xChaudron − α (16)

α =
∑
(
m + n

2
)

%Cm Hn

ηCH
(17)

where:149

ηCH = %CO + %CO2 + %H2 + %H2O + ∑
(

m +
n
2

)
%Cm Hn (18)

%Cm Hn is the CmHn content of the gas in the reduction zone. It is assumed to be the same as the150

top gas.151

The metallization line divides the reduction zone into two distinct parts for which the reduction152

conditions are thermodynamically different, as shown in Figure 7:153

• If slope > xW , metallization is thermodynamically impossible: this defines the pre-reduction154

zone155

• If slope < xW , metallization can occur, this defines the metallization zone.156

Figure 7. Graphical representation of the metallization zone and the deviation to ideality.
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According to the definition of the Rist diagram, it is also possible to draw the deviation to ideality157

ω, which is the difference between the iron oxidation degree at the beginning of metallization and the158

equivalent pure Wustite point, when y = 1.056, represented by the node W’, as described in figure 7.159

ω must be positive to obtain a reduction of the iron oxides up to the metallization, so W’ must be160

located in the metallization zone. Otherwise, the reducing power of the gas would be insufficient and161

the reduction would stop at the Wustite stage.162

In conclusion, the metallization line, and in particular ω, is an indicator that allows to visualize163

the feasibility of a metallization according to the reducing gas injected in the shaft furnace. It could be164

useful in the context of a prospective search for new breakthrough operating points.165

3. Results166

3.1. Reference Midrex NGTM operating point167

For pedagogical purposes, the theoretical operating point of a Midrex unit as proposed by Sarkar168

et al. [16] (2018) serves as a reference. The extensive details provided in this reference outweigh the169

descriptions of operating points taken from various industrial plants, including those in Siderca170

(Argentina), Gilmore (United States) by Parisi and Laborde [13] (2004), and Khorasan (Iran) by171

Mirzajani et al. [17] (2018). We have completed the dataset under the following assumptions:172

• The humidity of the fuel gas and process gas is 5 % and 10 %, respectively,173

• The composition of natural gas is based on the work of Farhadi et al. [18] (2003),174

• The natural gas injected directly into the vessel is assumed to be evenly distributed between the175

transition zone and the cooling zone,176

• The injection of oxygen upstream of the bustle gas (called suroxygenation), although not specified177

by Sarkar, has been accounted for to maintain mass balance.178

Table 1 lists the gas flow rates, while table 2 lists their compositions. Data related to the DRI can be179

found in table 3.180

Table 1. Gas volume flow rates

Gas Flow rate (kNm3.h-1)
Fuel gas 38.3
Process gas 78.5
Process natural gas 18.0
Suroxygenation 2.84
Enrichment natural gas 0.0
Transition zone natural gas 1.3
Cooling zone natural gas 1.3

Table 2. Gas composition

Composition Bustle gas Dry top gas Natural gas
CO (%) 35.0 21.4 0.0
CO2 (%) 2.0 26.3 0.0
H2 (%) 55.0 49.4 0.0

H2O (%) 6.0 0.0 0.0
CH4 (%) 1.0 1.7 87.6
C2H6 (%) 0.0 0.0 8.2
C3H8 (%) 0.0 0.0 3.1
C4H10 (%) 0.0 0.0 1.1

N2 (%) 1.0 0.0 0.0
x 0.069 0.242 -0.342
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Table 3. Production parameters

production 100 t.h-1

metallization rate 92.7 %
carburisation rate 2.2 %
gangue 5.8 %

3.2. Overview of the mass balance diagram for a Midrex unit181

Figure 8 presents the corresponding graphical operating point described above. To facilitate the182

reading of the diagram, the reader is referred in parallel to the process description in Figure 1.183

Figure 8. Balance diagram for a Midrex NGTM representative theoretical working point.

The operating point of the Midrex NGTM process is drawn through the following main steps:184

1. Process Gas (node 1):185

The flow and dry composition of the process gas are measured in the plant using the top gas186

analyzer, while the moisture content of the gas is estimated based on the vapor saturation187

pressure derived from the gas temperature. The first node corresponding to the process gas is188

positioned and labeled P in the diagram. The fuel gas, represented by the node F, is calculated189

and plotted using the same methodology.190

2. Feed Gas and Reformed Gas (node 2):191

The feed gas is a mixture of the process gas with some natural gas injections. The position of the192

feed gas is easily determined, using the method described in the section 2.3 on gas mixing. The193

reformed gas node R overlaps the feed gas node, because gaseous chemical reactions does not194

affect the node position.195

3. Bustle Gas (node 3):196

Bustle gas is a mixture of the reformed gas with natural gas and oxygen. The corresponding197

node B is drawn according to the mixing methodology developed in the section 2.3. Note again198
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that the internal reactions of the gas (combustion with oxygen and water gas shift equilibrium)199

does not affect the position of the node.200

4. Reducing Gas (node 4):201

The reducing gas, represented by the node I, corresponds to the theoretical mixtures of all the202

gases injected into the furnace shaft below the gas-solid reaction zone. It includes the bustle gas,203

as well as some additional natural gas in the transition zone and in the cooling zone. Optionally,204

the additional steam accompanying the cooling gas loop and the seal gas can also be considered.205

For practical reasons, we have added the node TZ, which corresponds to the theoretical mixture206

of the bustle gas with the natural gas injected in the transition zone.207

5. Top Gas(node 5):208

The methodology described in Figure 5 is used to define the graphical position of the top gas.209

First, the decarburized gas, shown as C, corresponds to the composition of the reducing gas after210

complete carburization and before reduction. We simplify the process description by assuming211

that carburization and reduction take place in separate zones. Carburization is achieved by in212

situ methane reforming and the Boudouard reaction. It is generally accepted that both reactions213

occur in the lower part of the metallization zone, in the transition zone, favored by the high local214

temperature and the presence of metallic iron acting as a catalyst as explained by Shams and215

Moazeni [14] (2015) and simulated by Hamadeh et al. [15] (2018).216

Finally, the top gas is deduced from the decarburized gas. Based on the reduction rate from217

pellets to DRI, we determine the position of the top gas node T, as well as the pure Wustite point218

node W’ defined in section 2.4.219

3.3. Application 1: calculation of the gas moisture220

A first application of this diagram is the quantification of gas humidity in Midrex NGTM plants.221

This is possible if the gas composition is measured regularly, which is the case for the reformed gas,222

bustle gas and top gas.223

Let us first consider the wet gas as a mixture between its dry part and steam. The dry part of the224

gas is plotted on the diagram using the following method:225

• We start with the diagram describing the operating point of the industrial unit, as shown in226

section 3.2 and illustrated in Figure 8. At this point, we recover the positions of all the wet gases227

on the diagram.228

• The gas analyzer gives the composition of the dry part of the gas. From this we calculate the229

associated oxidation degree xanalyzer and draw the "dry line" on the diagram, representing all the230

dry gases potentially associated with this composition:231

ν = xanalyzer · µ (19)

• In addition, we can perform a vector decomposition of the wet gas using the gas mixing232

methodology explained in the section 2.3. We thus define the "wet line" as the line with slope233

xH2O equal to 1, passing through the node associated with the wet gas:234

ν = νwet + xH2O · (µ − µwet) (20)

The node associated with the dry fraction of the gas is positioned at the intersection of the two235

lines defined above. The corresponding graphical construction is shown in Figure 9.236

Finally, the humidity of the gas can be calculated directly from the coordinates of the dry part of237

the gas according to the following relationship:238

%H2O = 1 − 1 − xwet

1 + xwet · (µdry − 1)− νdry
(21)
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Figure 9. Graphical determination of the dry part of a gas.

Figure 10 shows the plot of the dry portions of the fuel gas, process gas and top gas. These three239

nodes are located on the "dry top gas" line determined from the gas analyzer measurements. This240

shows the importance of the condensation phenomenon during the recycling of the top gas to the fuel241

and process gas.242

Figure 10. Graphical determination of the dry parts of the fuel gas, process gas and top gas.

3.4. Application 2: mass balance of the top gas recycling243

A second application of this diagram concerns the mass balance of the top gas recycling. This244

approach can be used to check the consistency of the process operating point and thus diagnose the245

quality of the instrumentation measurements.246

Since the amount of condensed water from the top gas is not measured, a wet gas mass balance247

is not possible. Therefore, we apply this approach to the dry fractions of the gas, as defined in the248

previous section.249
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We also assume that the flare gas is negligible in the mass balance. In other words, the top gas is250

completely recycled without any losses. The gas mass balance of the dry top gas is described by the251

following relationship:252

Qdry top gas
v = Qdry process gas

v + Qdry f uel gas
v (22)

On the diagram, we identify the dry portions of the fuel gas, process gas and top gas by their253

respective nodes designated by Fd, Pd and Td according to the graphical methodology shown in Figure254

10. The mass balance corresponding to the dry top gas recycling is described by the following simple255

vector relationship:256

O⃗Td = O⃗Pd + O⃗Fd (23)

This relationship is never strictly verified, because of all the measurement uncertainties and the257

instrumentation drifts. Therfore, we calculate the equilibrium deviation on the top gas recycling mass258

balance (DOTG):259

DOTG = 1 −

∥∥∥O⃗Pd + O⃗Fd

∥∥∥∥∥∥O⃗Td

∥∥∥ (24)

DOTG is a simple and immediate quantitative criterion to diagnose the consistency of the main260

process measurements made on the plant, since all mass flow rates and the gas analyzer are involved261

in this calculation.262

We illustrate the application of this criterion in the context of the ideal operating point described263

in section 3.1. This is shown in figure 11, where the relation 23 is perfectly validated. In addition, we264

use this criterion in the context of a 10 % overestimation of the natural gas flow rate injected upstream265

of the reformer, as shown in figure 12.266

Figure 11. Ideal mass balance of the top gas recycling.
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Figure 12. Influence of an overestimation of the injected natural gas flow measurement for feed gas
preparation (+ 10 %)) on the deviation of the top gas recycling mass balance.

3.5. Application 3: estimation of the instantaneous production rate267

The instantaneous pig iron production in the blast furnace is a parameter calculated from the268

difference in oxygen per unit of time between the inlet gas at the tuyeres and the outlet top gas at the269

throat. Since this difference is due to the reduction of the ferrous burden, it is then possible to deduce270

the associated pig iron production.271

This parameter is a key piece of information for controlling the operation of the blast furnace, as272

it makes it possible to monitor the incoming flows (gas, coke, wind, ...) in terms of rate per ton of iron,273

and provides an immediate information on any disturbance of the operating point.274

The instantaneous production is therefore a direct consequence of the progress of the iron oxide275

reduction reaction in the process. This is different from pig iron production, which is measured by276

casting weight. These two concepts are relatively analogous in the context of operating balances.277

However, they diverge in the realm of process control, where data on the weight of castings is too278

inaccurate and too late.279

In the case of the Midrex NGTM process, production is confused with the extraction rate of the DRI280

at the bottom of the shaft furnace. However, for similar reasons and problems as with the blast furnace,281

it is necessary to make a semantic distinction between (instantaneous) production and extraction.282

As with the blast furnace, it is possible to estimate an instantaneous DRI production by calculating283

the oxygen balance on the reducing gas between the bottom and top of the reduction zone.284

The mass balance diagram provides access to this information. This application is interesting for285

on-line use of the tool, in order to detect fluctuations in the operating point and to make the necessary286

corrections to the process in a short time.287

In order to apply this method, it is necessary to have previously established a material balance for288

the recycling of the top gas, whose methodology is described in the section 3.4 and to quantify the289

DOTG drift.290

In addition, we assume that the carburization and metallization rates are stable parameters over291

time with respect to variations in gas characteristics. This assumption is reasonable because the292

residence time of the material in the shaft furnace (several hours), is much longer than that of the gas293

(a few seconds). Therefore, we rely on the chemical measurements performed regularly on DRI.294

We first determine the instantaneous reduction rate graphically, based on the extraction rate. The295

corresponding methodology is shown in Figure 13.296

The graphical methodology includes the following main steps:297
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Figure 13. Determination of the instantaneous reduction rate.

0. First, we draw the operating line of the Midrex NGTM working point from the process gas to the298

decarburized gas (nodes: F, P, R, B, TZ, I and C). At this point, the top gas is not shown on the299

diagram.300

1. We plot the node Td associated with the dry top gas from the mass balance on the top gas301

recycling:302

O⃗Td =
1

1 − DOTG
(O⃗Fd + O⃗Pd) (25)

2. We draw the wet line of the top gas, passing through Td with slope xH2O = 1.303

3. We also draw the line associated with the reduction path: it is a vertical line (iso − µ) passing304

through C.305

4. We place the node associated with the top gas T at the intersection of the two lines drawn in306

steps 2 and 3.307

We define the variation in the oxidation degree of iron obtained using this graphical construction308

based on the DRI extraction rate δyextraction:309

δyextraction = νT − νC (26)

The actual variation in the oxidation degree of the ferrous burden, based on instantaneous310

production, is derived from the following relationship:311

δyproduction = ypellet − yDRI (27)

where ypellet ≈ 1.5 and :312

yDRI = 1.056 × (1 − metallization) (28)

The instantaneous production can be easily deduced from the assumed extraction and a correcting313

coefficient α:314

production = extraction × α (29)

The graphical construction described in figure 13, plotted according to the instantaneous315

production, would allow the equations 26 and 27 to be equal. The correction coefficient is calculated316

with the following equation:317

α =
δyextraction + 2(νC − νI)

δyproduction + 2(νC − νI)
(30)

It should be noted that the vector I⃗C corresponds to the rate of carburization of the DRI. Therefore,318

its length is independent of the iron molar flux chosen for the graphical representation.319
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4. Conclusions320

In this paper, we have presented a new graphical tool developed for the direct reduction shaft321

processes, inspired by the Rist diagram originally dedicated to the blast furnace.322

Any gas flow in the plant can be represented on this diagram by a vector whose components,323

called specific consumption and specific oxidation, represent certain stoichiometric gas/iron ratios.324

This particular graphical tool has several unique features. First, the chemical composition of each325

individual gas is responsible for determining the direction of the associated vector. In addition, a326

simple vector addition can accurately represent successive gas mixtures. Finally, this tool allows direct327

graphical representation of the reduction and carburization rates associated with Direct Reduced Iron328

(DRI).329

In addition, the thermodynamic conditions for reduction, highlighted in the Chaudron diagram,330

are plotted in this tool and are used in a manner strictly equivalent to the Rist diagram.331

Several applications of this tool are presented:332

• When the composition of the (dry) gas is measured, it is possible to quantify its moisture.333

• A graphical mass balance of the top gas recycling allows to diagnose the consistency of the334

measurements of flowmeters and gas analyzers.335

• The evaluation of the instantaneous production of DRI, as of the instantaneous production of pig336

iron for the blast furnace, is obtained from a graphical mass balance on the reducing gas at the337

inlet and outlet of the shaft.338

As a result, this graphical tool can be useful for production teams to monitor and optimize the339

process flow. In this sense, it would benefit from being used on-line.340

This tool therefore promotes dialog within a community of students, as well as engineers,341

technicians and operators, in order to better understand the process and its optimization.342

In this context, it would be of great academic and industrial interest.343
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Abbreviations349

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:350

351

Greek letters352

µ specific consumption
ν specific oxidation
ϕ molar flux (mol.m-3.s-1)

353

Latin letters354

aj volumetric fraction of the molecule j in a mix gas
ci local molar concentration of the atomic element i (mol.m-3)
Mi molar mass of the element i (g.mol-1)
nj

i number of atoms i in the molecule j
Qm mass flow rate (kg.s-1)
Qv volumetric flow rate (m3.s-1)
Vm molar volume of the gas (m3.mol-1)
w mass fraction
xgas gas oxidation degree (derived definition)
Xgas gas oxidation degree (original definition)
y burden oxidation degree

355
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superscript356

gas related to gaseous element
s related to solid element (iron bearing material)

357

subscript358

i atomic element (C, H, O or Fe)359
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